Teacher’s Note
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The stories inside this issue are veiled narratives about
their inner thoughts and beliefs. Most of them have a strong
desire to love and be loved, and for over an hour each
morning, they write and discuss fiction with enthusiasm. It
releases the creative imagination and calms them. It
becomes a place where anything is possible, a place where
they can be themselves—free of judgment, a place where
they belong, where they can feel like part of a group, a place
that reminds them that they are alive and things will get
better.
So listening to their stories means that I must be willing to
follow where they lead me. Sometimes they lead me to the
Seven Wonders of the World, and tell me they would be a
great candidate for the eighth wonder, if the world ever
decided to add another one. Sometimes they lead me into
the depths of their suffering—a father or mother has died, a
father or mother is an addict, a father or mother is in prison.
Sometimes they lead me into a world of abuse that
happened between the ages of five and eleven. Sometimes
they lead me to a noose, to a razor, to an overdose, and I
refuse to go. I make them rewrite them, because there must
be a step away from this abyss. Then there are times when
they lead me into the wonderful mind of their imaginations,
and I never want to leave. But it all begins with a willingness
to go, to listen, to hear, to follow. May you follow as well.
I do not edit the stories or correct them in any way. They
appear as the student typed them. Enjoy their imaginations!
—Robert Stofel, Teacher
www.360westproject.com

Aim for Yours BY; Jeannice
We all take arrows to our hearts,
Some are by fate..
Some are not.
Our hits might look spot on but when we look
closer, we find that you might have missed
Even
Just
By
A
Bit….
That’s alright though, just tweak your bow and
aim a bit low.
Also, Turn it around and aim for your own so you
can love yourself, because you need to love
yourself because when you are alone YOU are all
YOU have. And, I hope when you look in the
mirror you see the
BEAUTY
And not the
BEAST!
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Looks
By Alyssa

looks
Everyone thinks they are everything
But they are not
The only thing that really matters is what’s on
the inside
Even if you think you are ugly you are not
Everyone is beautiful in their own way
No one is ever truly ugly
No matter what anyone else says.
Don’t try and change how you look or act for
someone else your fine the way you are.
Even if everyone says your ugly.
Just try and say you’re not
No matter how much you think you are.
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Diabetes by Christian
The so called demon
By Zoe
You’ve given up
Not giving a care
Like a torn up heart
That tried to play fair
But with the image of a demon
And a wonderful heart
The demon has fallen
Hard to the ground
with no hope and hate
This boy was an angel
but blinded into a demon
He had a halo and wings
But decided to fall.

Shot after shot, day after
day, the fact that you have
diabetes never changes.
You just have to stay
hopeful that a cure is right
around the corner. You
have to keep supportive
and helpful people close to you. Diabetes will
just make you more responsible in your
everyday life. You just have to keep your head
up and keep trying.

The Alien Returning To Earth
By Travon
The alien going to earth
to find food and
looking for they
family and find alien
sign because to land
they ship.
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Shooting for the Stars
By Makayla
I was a tree when I
see people I make
their dreams come
true for my sister and
me we went to Walt
Disney world we went
to the castle and we got to dress up like the
charters at Walt Disney world and my other dream
was to ride Splash Mountain with my family.

I'm Homesick by Robert
I'm homesick. I miss
my family, my friends,
my life. I was locked up
for murder. Did I do it?
Nope. I was framed.
How did I get here, you
ask? Well, my parents
were killed, and the
criminal framed me,
claiming to be a witness. Makes sense to blame me, though. I
was abused by my dad as a kid. Of course I didn't think of
committing the crime. Even with the abuse, I loved my dad,
my mom, my family. I miss them so much. I'm homesick. I
miss my family, my friends, and my life.
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Cry Me a River of tears
By Robert

This boy has been bullied,
abused both mentally and
physically. Then, finally one
day, he let it all out. He cried
and cried, until he had a river of tears. He
floated away in a boat on this river, to vanish
and start anew. He moved to a new town
where nobody knew him, and lived there. I am
this boy.

Cold Hearted
By Alyssa
People call me called heated
I’m like this because of certain people
I’m used , played with..
And messed with
I’m sorry but I’m like this because of you
I wasn’t always like this you know
I was nice and sweet tell I fell in love
And that person I fell in love with
used me and left me
that’s when I became cold hearted
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Night
shadow:

By
Christopher
in a bark of life it happened a hero was
born he sleeps in night saves in day he
is the Night shadow
he is like Batman but he blends in with
the shadow he helps
he lives like a human but he is a hero
he has a lair.
But I’m getting ofF track it is about
when he saves his wife the villain is
Luther.
To be continued…

My Unicorn by Jami
Oh, unicorn fly away. Oh, how you make my
heart sing. EVERY DAY I RIDE MY UNICORN through
the rainbow and OVER THE MOUNTAINS. My secret
admirer and I SHALL FLY AWAY, day and night. Oh
how you are such a nice unicorn. Please stay
with me. I will take care of you, Rainbow Dash
forever.

D-Day by Mason
We just got word about the
axis forces. They are holding
the beaches of Normandy. We
are being transported by sea to
the beaches with other ground
units. They are supposed to be
in bunkers firing down from
the cliffs above the beach. It
was pretty hectic trying to get over the cliffs. We
kept pushing back until they surrendered. We
were going home. It was called D-Day.
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Mirrors
by Maya

I am trapped in a room full of mirrors.
All I see is a monster.
The thing is, the monster looked human.
She looks sad; alone.
Who is this monster I see?
This monster is me.

Life Like a Tree
By: Rusty
I find it funny my life is like a tree with no leaves.
Bland and bare I'm
only a tree so no one cares .
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When You Go, They Go... by
Kaitlin
When you leave the home, you don't leave just an
empty room.
When you walk out of someone's life, you aren't
just an old memory.
When you go, you leave behind a path or
destruction and devastation.
You think people will be better without you, but that
is the opposite.
You leave people upset.
You leave them wondering..
Wondering if they could have done better,
Wondering if they could have helped,
Wondering if they were the reason.
They deserve more than a life of wondering.
You deserve better than a life of wandering.
And, When you come back, You think things will be
much better.
In reality, Things are much worse because, everyone
you see will be as gone as you.
And, when they leave you, You are left wondering.
Wondering if you could have done better, if you
could have helped, if You were the reason...
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My Life by
Christopher
There is a person in
the mirror it is not his
self the person is a
monster is the old him
he is tired locking for the old him he wonders
the world locking the old him he “said he is lost
& tired of locking: & “said why should be here
I’m not going to find myself” He went to the
moon & back he came from here & there &
gave up.
Two Sides
By: Alyssa
Depression and happiness are
two very different feelings..
Depression is a side that is pale and dark while
happiness is nice and beautiful
But, I on the other hand am not beautiful ..i am
depressed and unhappy
I try to be happy but all I do is mess up
everything … I show the worst of my two sides
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Why? By Mia
Where did we go wrong?
I ask myself this every day.
Why did you Leave?
The anger, the
confusion,
it never goes away.
My heart is filled with pain.
The pain never goes away.
It stays with me every day.
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My Heart by Jami
My heart is heavy; filled with
tears. I’m all alone and upset
day and night. I must stay
strong and deal with my
broken heart for it’s my true
treasure. You’ve broken my
heart. You’ve smashed it to
pieces. It’s hard to love. It’s
hard to forgive, forget and
move on. My heart may look
normal on the outside but It’s crumbling to pieces more and
more each day.
Monster
By- Isabelle
There is a part of me that I wish did not
exist
It is violent, selfish, and alone.
You can see the monster's mark on the
inside of my wrist
the burden of its evil weighs me down like
a stone
I don't know when and why, this part of
me came to be.
I didn't know what to fight, so I destroyed
myself in an attempt to set it free.
Although I see no point, I try to be strong.
I can't see the light anymore, I've been this way too long.
The ones I love worry, but I wish they'd let me be.
Cause if I don't have the will to fight, there is no saving
me.
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Masked
By Emilie
I feel like people lied to
me when they called me
words like “beautiful” and “thin”.
I've never once looked in the mirror or at a picture and
seen myself like that.
I've always wanted to live up to those words.
I've always dreamed of being “beautiful” and “thin”.
I've always envied the perfect girls on magazine covers.
Every day, I strive more and more to become that perfect
image I dream of.
I starved, I counted calories, I packed on makeup, I did
every single thing I could to become what I dreamed of.
I hid behind a mask.
I became something I wasn't
I desired the words “beautiful” and “thin.”
But I became the words
“Unhappy,”
“Hidden,” and
“Masked”

Alien by Mason
There once was an alien who started
the end of the human race. He wants
to rebuild it and he finds a book on how to rebuild it.
So he does. He rebuilds it like he wants. Now they are
better.
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Help by Maya
I'm tired of screaming and no one hearing me.
I'm just tired.
On the outside I might seem happy,
but on the inside I'm dying.
I'm begging and pleading for help;
the help you never gave me.
So if I were you,
I'd leave me alone
Because you're not doing
anything except making me worse.
So leave me be,
And let me rest,
And let me be happy for once.

The Angry Dog
By Robert
The angry dog was yelled at
by his owner. Of course, this
only made things worse.
The dog started growling
and ran away from his
owner. The owner ran after
the dog screaming, but the
dog kept running. Filled with rage, the owner
grabbed the dog's leg, and the dog tumbled
down to the ground, whimpering. The owner
took the dog back home, striking the dog
whenever it started to growl.

A Place Where Imagination
Runs Free
By Robert
I want to go to a place where imagination runs
free. Where dragons guard treasure long
forgotten. Where superheroes protect the city.
Where dwarfs mine for gold. But alas, I am
trapped in this world, and not a place where
imagination runs free.
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Young Man
By: Rusty
I'm this young man who on
the outside presents his
self as fine. But on the
inside my heart want stop crying.
Picture
By: Alyssa
You can tell a lot from a picture
you can if someone is pretty, thin, has nice hair, and
beautiful eyes but,
there was a girl who thought she was always ugly and fat
that she hated her body no matter what everyone told
her …
she just keep telling herself she was fat and ugly …
til she met a friend that sorta helped her cop with these
feelings
then she slowing started to get better.
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The Angel Watching Over Me by Christopher
He is good he lives with
god. He watch what id he
helps me but he changed
on me he changed me he
made me bad he changed
my life for the worst but
not to good but to bad. He hurt me he made me
want to die he has changed I have changed I hope
me & my angle changed for the better.
It's OK but I'm better than I use to be.

I Am a Tree
By: Emilie
I am a tree, but not just
any tree.
I have branches, leaves,
and branches growing
from me.
They aren't just dresses, they are self-confidence to
most; A better self-image.
But, sometimes material items can't make people feel
better.
And, I know it can't fix them.
Nothing can ever really fix a person.
You have to become happy with yourself.
You can't always be happy with dresses from trees.
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My Life Story by Jami
From birth to 4 years old I lived in
Clay-Chalk-ville, Alabama. From four
to eleven years old I lived in Lockust
Fork, Alabama. From 6th to 9th grade
I now live in Oneonta, Alabama. In
eighth grade I had a nervous
breakdown and I was diagnosed with
anxiety, depression, and OCD. When I
got out of Children's of Alabama my
mom took me off all my medication
at once without my doctor's
permission. According to my old
caseworker I had Catatonia and I was
almost Catatonic. I was having visual
and auditory hallucinations. I then got omitted to Trinity
Hospital for a whole month. I was diagnosed with
Psychosis NOS. I went home In February of last year. I
am now guilty of pill and substance abuse. I was then
taken back to Children’s and when I got home I did pill
and substance abuse again and I am now at Decatur
Mental Hospital.
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The Break-in by Karie
A crime that happened in my
mind was about someone
breaking into my parents’
house and we were all
sleeping then the person that
broke in and stole some of our belongings and they
kept coming in and out of the house. I was scared to
death. I didn’t know if they would do anything to us
but good thing they didn’t. I was most worried about
if anything would happen to my family. It was a bad
feeling. I love my family to death. I never want to
see someone hurt. I want what’s best for my family. I
will try to protect them the best as I can.

Lost in the Woods
By Robert
I'm lost in the woods, the
deep, dark woods. It's night
time now, long after midnight. I hear the crickets,
the wolves, and it's raining. The rain hits the leaves
on the trees. Lighting cracks. Thunder roars. The full
moon is high up in the rainy, cloudy sky. Slowly, a
helicopter comes into view, heading towards a
clearing not too far from me. I run towards the
clearing and men are there to rescue me. They take
me into the helicopter, and we fly towards the city.
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Gucci
By Lauren
There once was a
stray dog who lived
alone on the streets.
He wanted a family,
but no one would take
him in because he
was nasty looking and
always had blood
dripping from his chin
because of the rats he ate and killed. One day,
while the dog was sitting near a park, he saw a
snake trying to steal a small child’s snapback.
“OMG,” said the dog. He quickly ran towards
the child, grabbed the snake from mid-air and
ate it for dinner. The child clapped and smiled.
“Swag,” he said and took the dog home. He
named the dog Gucci and they became BFFs
forever.
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Rooftop Love by Lexi
If you’re in love with a person
that you can only see on a roof
top, then I guess you would be
willing to do anything &
everything to be with that
person, you could both jump
down, you may break a few
bones but whatever it takes to
be with that special someone.

Untitled by Maya
Sometimes all you need is a hug because
everyone has their bruises
and scars. They broadcast
the pain. How you hurt;
how you reacted.
Sometimes you're like a
jar. Someone knocked you
off the table and they've
been trying to repair you
every single stupid day
but the cracks still show
no matter how well it's
assembled.
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Plot Twist
By lauren
There once was a
creepy guy named
Stanley. Stanley ate
gorillas. He went to
take his daily trip
to the forest, where
he hunted down an innocent gorilla and chained
it to a cage. Stanley began to heat a pot of water
to make monkey stew. He unlocked the cage, let
the gorilla out, snorted, and cackled. “Time to be
cooked, little primate!” squeaked Stanley. But
when he started to lead the gorilla to the pot,
Stan noticed the monkey was smiling. “Gorillas
don’t smile..” stuttered the cowardly Stanley.
“You must be an-” “ANTELOPE!” shouted the
‘gorilla’ as it unzipped its costume. Out sprang
the happy little antelope, which kicked Stanley in
the face and pranced off to its little antelope
family.
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Wrong View on Dogs
By Steven
Dogs from all, shapes, sizes
and breeds can be lead to be
bad pets. BUT I think their
wrong a dog can be a man’s
best friend pit, German Sheppard, and to some
even a purse dog. Whatever your preference may
be a dog can be a man’s best friend. A dog itself is
not mean it depends on how it is raised and
brought up Dogs have been proven and are used
for blind military veterans and even special needs.
Your dog can cheer you up by licking you and caring
for you. They are very smart creatures that
shouldn’t be viewed in the wrong context.

Stuck Inside by Tmarkus
I live inside because there no way
out. The longer I stay the better it
gets. Stuff starts to pop in there the
longer I stay. The reason I got put in
here, was because of a story I started
to read cursed me to stay here. Now I
have to look their eyes to get a glance
of the world I use to live. There is a chance I will get
out, but until then, I’m looking for a way out every
day.
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Different Feelings by Alyssa K.
This girl is sad because
of a heartbreak she had
with her family. She
has lost her closet
friends and family to
depression. This girl is
depressed because of her mom and dad splitting
up due to drug abuse and neglect. She moved
away to a foster family and lost all of her old
friends because of distance. She has no one to
turn to for help. She also has severe anxiety and
school isn’t helping. Everybody at school doesn’t
seem to notice her and that makes her even
more upset. The girl try to keep her grades up but
sometimes they slip.
The heart of mine: by Christopher

I was in love.
I know that if I made the wrong move that it will
be over but I made the wrong move.
I hurt myself & I hurt her.
I didn’t mean to hurt her.
But I made the wrong turn.
I will regret it for the rest of my life.
I hope it will not bite me in the butt.
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Alone
by: Emilie
Your heart aches feeling alone
It stings to breathe your own air
You beg for anyone to be there so you aren't
alone
You hate hearing your own pulse
You would do anything to feel someone else's for
once
It's killing you;
this feeling called 'loneliness',
It's eating you alive
You are alone

The Angel I Imagined
By Jami
I woke up one morning on
a dark gloomy day. It was
dark outside and raining. I
walked over to my bathroom
mirror in sorrow. I reached for
the faucet and saw an angel. This angel was beautiful
and eye blinding. She was brighter than the sun. One
look at her and my corneas are severely burnt. She
was a blonde Caucasian. She was dressed in a
beautiful brown gown with a white undershirt. She
said to me” Come to me”. I tried to come but it was
too late. She had left to go back to heaven without
me. It was traumatic. I became traumatized for life.
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What I Have to Say By Michael
I rest my case,
leave my base,
If it wasn’t for you id be a perfect Ace,
I hate to tell you but this aint a race,
your products are bad cause I know you trace,
In-Case you need to give me space...
TS TS oh how you get me pissed, blisted blistering kids like
Freddy’s ribs, no manners you still wear bibs,
I don’t need to listen to you cause all you tell are fibs.
Meep by Steven
There was once ago 2 aliens named
poop and ppoie alll that they spoke
was meep meep they were chillin
tryin to find clubs in space and poop
and poopie came across a weired shaped meep so poop and
poopie flew to meep and seen a bunch of ugly meeps that
looked like poooop so they abducted a poop and took him to
outer poopieand poop and the aliens became best pooipes
the end(:
The haunted ship by Tmarkus
I am the captain of the triple 7’s. The
death in this ship scares the crew
members. They complain about all the
fellow crew member we lost and that
some of them still haunt this ship. I jus
tell them to ignore the haunting thing around them then
john, my co-op captain tell me we should pack up everything
and leave this ship and get a new one. At night the ship
strives off course, then in the morning we bmp into another
ship to lout their stuff.

Blue Fish by Karie
I’m the last fish in the sea. All of the
others ones died from the oil spill. I’m
lonely and have no one out there. I sat
there for days, till one day I said to myself I need more
people in my life. It’s time to open up. So one day I went
around the ocean to meet more fish. I came across a group
of fish and we became friends. We thought to our self that
we wanted to be a better fish so we helped around the
ocean to be a better fish.

I am an angel that travels back & forth
from heaven & earth, I do this to tell
others that their loved ones, are watching
over them. And, that no matter how far
away someone is it doesn't mean that
they don't love you. I have realized my mission on earth is to
help others through hard, times because you never know
what they may be going through.
String of Hope by Maya
I have these balls that stay on a string I
hold onto. They go where I go. They're
filled with hope but day after day they fall
off the string. Everything turns black. My
heart is cold and my wrists are stained red.
I'm losing hope. Eventually I'll have
nothing to hold onto. I'm losing hold...
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Her fake smile by Christopher
Here is a face she live this is
not her smile she got heart.
She has scars & a heard life
behind that fake smile.
This light hurts.
She wants to lives her old
life with a real smile with a
hart without scars & stiches
when she loved her life.
She hopes wounds will heal & comes to
help people.
She tried to get a good grip of her life.

The World by Lexy
I locked myself in my room, I'm
so tired of crying & not having
anyone to turn to. Behind this
door is the world that I'm scared
to face, because of all the
people that are making me feel
stupid, & worthless. Yesterday
was my last day of letting things
get to me, now I no longer care
what people think. I'm not,
stupid & I'm not worthless.
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Caged-alyssa
Russell is someones lost dog and
has been lost for about a year. He
dodges all the dog catchers and
just regular people in the street
because he doesn’t want them to
watch after him. He only wants his
original owner. One day unaware
he was caught in a net and sent to
the pound. Russell was all alone
until one lonely day a middle aged
woman walked in and attached him to a red leash. He
looks into the woman’s eyes and realizes she was his
original owner.

Perfect
By: Emilie
Once I die I am not the same as I was before.
I come back different.
I come back for better;
For myself and for others.
Every time I rise, there is something I can change.
It's a never ending cycle.
I will never just wither away, and I will never be perfect.
As you should never give up and you should make
yourself happy because that is
perfection

